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Lift crane service and equipment construction 
 
Nappa Machine operates with several brands of mobile lift cranes in Valkeala on the southern part of Finland by servicing and 
repairing cranes. Company is also installing lift cranes on vehicles as a total delivery. Last spring a Fassi F1650 mobile lift crane 
was installed on a Volvo FH540 truck.   
 
The company Nappa Machine has started at 2008, when Janne Korpivaara decided to begin his own business. Before that he 
has been working a long time with mobile lift cranes, servicing and repairing them. Today Nappa Machine employs about ten 
persons in Valkeala. The clients come from all over Finland.  
Nappa Machine operates with several brands of cranes like Fassi, Hiab, Jonsered, Loglift, Multilift, Zepro, Moffet, Effer, HMF, 
Palfinger ja PM. The company serves as an authorized service dealer for many of them. Some other marks are serviced as well. 
Company takes also care of 10 years controls and scheduled maintenances. In addition of Valkeala workshop, Nappa Machine 
is helping customers at the sites with the help of service cars.          

Also sale 
Nappa Machine is also taking care of Fassi crane sale. Finn-
ish Fassi importer and dealer Grutech got a new sale power 
last summer, when Olli Karvonen started as an area sales-
man in Northern Finland. In south Christoffer Weber and 
Jaakko Vettenranta are servicing customers with Fassi 
knowledge.  
“Janne has already made many impressive show trucks for 
us, and more is coming. Janne has a good potential to build 
effective mobile lift crane vehicles”, says Christoffer Weber 
from Grutech Oy.  

Show truck  
Last spring Nappa Machine built a show truck. Chassi is a 5-axle Volvo FH540 and crane Fassi F1650RA2.28L816 xhe-
dynamic. Company made the supporting frame and crane assembly on the vehicle. At the same time the truck was 
equipped with plenty of equipments needed in transport and lift jobs. 
The truck was used for a while as a show car of Nappa Machine and Finnish Fassi importer Grutech Oy. Later the truck was 
sold and it got a “real job”. According Janne Korpivaara, they will build up again a show truck with Grutech using Fassi lift 
crane and Volvo chassi. And of course it will include all the latest accessories.  
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